BROWN GELDING (AUS)
15th September 2014
Purchase Price: A$210,000
Sale: Inglis Melbourne Premier Yearling Sale 2016
Pre-Sale Cost: HK$2,250,000


Sire of 576 foals, 277 runners, 277 winners of 703 races, 16 SW and over HK$167m. inc.:


Leading NZ Sire of 2YO in 2010-11.

From 2017 his stakes performers include

SLIGHTLY SWEET, San Fermin, Ollivander, MacArthur.

In Hong Kong

Sire of 8 winners of 18 races and over HK$18m. inc. Best Eleven (夢幻十一) (6 wins, 1200m, HK$6,271,250, 2d 2013 HKJC Sha Tin Vase, L, 3d 2012 HKJC Sha Tin Vase, L, HKJC Kent & Curven Centenary Sprint Cup, L), DIEGO KOSTA (魔憤蛟) (3 wins, 1000m-1200m, HK$3,124,463), SEGUDILLA - CHARITY KINGDOM (H.K.) (行善積福) (2 wins, 1400m-1600m, HK$2,380,675), REAL FIT (一定旺) (2 wins, 1200m, HK$1,918,075), BALTIC WHISPER (大武士) (2 wins, 1000m, HK$1,572,000), MARVEL PLUS (賓樂輝) (1 win, 1000m, HK$974,900), KING OF SMARTS (牛魔王) (1 win, 1200m, HK$565,050), COMPLACENCY (銀罩尊) (1 win, 1000m, HK$532,400), Saul’s Special (貔貅寶), Pearly Treasure (珍珠寶).

1st Dam

EMANDAY, by Redoute’s Choice. Unraced. Sister to MASTER OF DESIGN, blood-sister to TRACY’S CHOICE, half-sister to SONTAUGAL, Traceability (dam of TRACES). Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

ASSAIL (f. by Charge Forward), 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, 1100m, A$213,750, Wyong Magic Millions 2YO S., RL, ATC Fonterra Foodservice 2YO H. SILENT RUSH (f. by Charge Forward), 2 wins at 1000m in Aust. MAMBOOCHA (f. by All American). Winner at 1200m in South Africa.

2nd Dam

URGE TO MERGE, by Last Tycoon, Winner at 1300m in Aust. Sister to TRACY’S ELEMENT (dam of TYPHOON TRACY, RED ELEMENT), TOWKAY, three-quarter-sister to Berlin Tango (dam of EN LAUDER), half-sister to DANASINGA, TOPASANNAH, CULLEN, Humour (dam of FAITAL FATTION, HAPPY MORNING), Scribbling (dam of PERANA, PRINCE OF WAR, PRINCE ARTHUR), Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, all winners, inc:-

MASTER OF DESIGN (Redoute’s Choice). 7 wins at 1300m, A$938,209, ATC TJ Smith S., GR.1, Theo Marks H., GR.2, Alpha Flight Services H., MVRC Eliza Park Premier S., 2d MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., GR.1, ATC Sebring S., GR.3, Sire.

SONTAGALON (Octagonal), 5 wins at 2-1400m, A$946,400, Greveley Premium’s Champion S., GR.1, Turffontein Protea S., GR.2, 2d Scottsdale Gold Medallion S., GR.1, 4th Turffontein South African Nursery P., GR.1, ASSIMILATOR, 9 wins at 1200m, A$927,900, BRC All Said H.

ALIEN FORCE, 3 wins at 1000m, A$108,148, MVRC TattsLotto Flying H. Traceability. Unraced. Dam of-

TRACES (Snitzel). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2017-18, Kenilworth Summer juvenile S., L.

3rd Dam

PRINCESS TRACY, by Ahonoora. 4 wins at 2-1400m, Leopardstown Ballyogan -1 at 2-1400m, Phoenix Park -1 at 2-1400m, Phoenix Sprint S., GR.3, Sister to Enigma (dam of SHARPENEL DITCHLEY PARK THE PUZZLER), half-sister to TRASI GIRL (dam of TRASI’S SON, Game Lord). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

TRACY’S ELEMENT (Last Tycoon). Champion 2YO Filly & Older Classic Mare in South Africa. 11 wins at 2-1400m, R1,075,020, South African Fillies Sprint S., GR.1, Turffontein Stakes Sprint, 2d Scottsville Gold Bowl, 3d Scottsville Gold Bowl, 4th Scottsville Gold Bowl. Winner at 1300m in Aust. Half-sister to Enigma (dam of TRASI’S SON, Game Lord), half-sister to TRASI GIRL (dam of TRASI’S SON, Game Lord).

TYPHOON TRACY (Red Ransom). Aust. Horse of the Year. 11 wins from 1200m to 1600m, A$3,438,600, MRC CF Orr S., GR.1 twice. Winner.

DANASINGA (Danewall). 6 wins from 1000m to 1600m, A$1,156,900, QTC Stradbroke H., L, STC Darby Munro S., GR.1, Successful sire.

TOPASANNAH (Cammanche Run). 6 wins from 1600m to 2400m, R1,888,820, £1,323, Clairwood Woolavington Cup, GR.2. Producer.

CULLEN (Danewall). 4 wins at 2-1200m, A$289,250, NZ$55,000, VATC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), GR.3, Rubiton S., GR.3, 2d ARC Railway H. Producer.

TOWKAY (Last Tycoon). 3 wins at 1-2 at 1400m, MVRC CS Hayes S., GR.3. Sire. Humour. Placed to 2050m in Great Britain. Dam of 7 winners, inc:-

HAPPY MORNING (Danewall). 6 wins at 2-1500m, P1,712,050, A$220,800 in Aust and Macau, SAJC Breeders’ S., GR.2, 3d VRC Sires’ Produce S., GR.1.

FATAL ATTRACTION (Zabeel). Winner at 2400m, A$159,350, Western Australian Oaks, GR.2, 2d WATC Derby, GR.1.

Producer.